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Abstract. A framework is proposed for solving general convex quadratic programs (CQPs) from
an infeasible starting point by invoking an existing feasible-start algorithm tailored for inequality-
constrained CQPs. The central tool is an exact penalty function scheme equipped with a penalty-
parameter updating rule. The feasible-start algorithm merely has to satisfy certain general require-
ments, and so is the updating rule. Under mild assumptions, the framework is proved to converge on
CQPs with both inequality and equality constraints and, at a negligible additional cost per iteration,
produces an infeasibility certificate, together with a feasible point for an (approximately) `1-least
relaxed feasible problem when the given problem does not have a feasible solution. The framework is
applied to a feasible-start constraint-reduced interior-point algorithm previously proved to be highly
performant on problems with many more constraints than variables (“imbalanced”). Numerical
comparison with popular codes (SDPT3, SeDuMi, MOSEK) is reported on both randomly generated
problems and support-vector machine classifier training problems. The results show that the former
typically outperforms the latter on imbalanced problems.
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1. Introduction. Consider a convex quadratic program (CQP)
(P) minimize
x∈Rn
f(x) :=
1
2
xTHx + cTx s.t. Ax ≥ b, Cx = d,
where x ∈ Rn is the vector of optimization variables, f :Rn → R the objective function,
with c ∈ Rn, H ∈ Rn×n symmetric positive semi-definite; and where A ∈ Rm×n and
b ∈ Rm, C ∈ Rp×n and d ∈ Rp, with n ≥ p and m + p > 0. Here and elsewhere all
inequalities (≥, ≤, >, <) are meant component-wise.
Most available algorithms for solving such problems belong either to the interior-
point family or to the simplex-like family. While the most popular interior-point
algorithms do not require that an initial feasible point be provided, simplex algo-
rithms do: such feasible points, when not readily available, are typically obtained by
solving an auxiliary linear optimization problem (“phase 1”). Like simplex algorithms,
recently proposed “constraint-reduced” interior-point algorithms, the latest of which
(see, e.g., [21]) were observed to often largely outperform other approaches when the
problem at hand is severely “imbalanced” (i.e., with most inequality constraints being
inactive at the solution; e.g., m  n − p), do require a primal-feasible initial point.
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While a two-phase approach could again be employed here, an important drawback
of two-phase approaches is that, in the first phase, the objective function is altogether
ignored, leading to likely computational waste.1
Motivated by the above, the aim of the present paper is to propose an exact-
penalty-function-based framework that “transforms” an available primal-feasible al-
gorithm into one that accommodates infeasible starts. While the original intent was
restricted to “infeasibilizing” algorithm CR-MPC2 of [21], it has broaden to the de-
velopment of a scheme that invokes an essentially arbitrary feasible-start method.
The central component of the framework is an augmented version of (P) that
involves a vector of relaxation variables and an exact penalty function. Exact penalty
functions (i.e., penalty functions for which a threshold exists—but is unknown at the
outset—such that, when the penalty parameter exceeds that threshold, solutions of
the penalized problem also solve the original constrained problem) have been exten-
sively used for many decades in nonlinear optimization, especially since the seminal
work of A.R. Conn [8]; see, e.g., [1,7,9,14]. While the adaptive selection of the penalty
parameter is often heuristic, in some contexts, authors have proposed formal adapta-
tion rules that guarantee that an appropriate value of the parameter will eventually
be obtained and will be kept for the remainder of the solution process; this goes back
several decades (e.g., [23] as well as, in the context of augmented Lagrangian, [10,27])
and also includes more recent work such as [6, 30].
While, originally, the intent of exact penalty functions was to turn a constrained-
optimization problem into an unconstrained one, such tool has also been used to
eliminate equality constraints when only an inequality-constraint algorithm is avail-
able, specifically, by replacing in each scalar equality the “=” sign with ‘’≥” and
penalizing positive deviations from equality; see [23, 30]. More recently, in [15, 16],
exact penalty functions have been used for yet another purpose: allowing algorithms
that require a feasible initial point to accept infeasible initial points. As pointed out
above, this is the focus of the present work.
Use of penalty functions in the solution of linear or convex-quadratic optimization
problems has been scarcer than their use in nonlinear optimization, for obvious rea-
sons: powerful methods have long existed (starting with the original simplex method
for linear optimization seven decades ago) for the solution of such problems and there
was no perceived need to resort to such tool. Exceptions include the use of an exact
penalty method for warmstarting interior-point methods [4] and the “bigM” approach
(where the penalty parameter is “large” but fixed) considered in [18, section 4.3].
Also, as mentioned above, such need does arise in the context of constraint-reduced
interior-point methods. An exact penalty function scheme was thus used in [15, 16]
in the context of a specific constraint-reduced algorithm for inequality-constrained
linear [16], then convex quadratic [15], optimization.
In the present paper, a rather general framework is proposed, analyzed, and
numerically tested, for the solution of a CQP, starting from a primal-infeasible point,
that invokes an iteration of a rather arbitrary user-provided feasible-start CQP solver,
referred to below as “base iteration”. The key contributions are as follows. First the
approach introduced in [15] is generalized to apply to a general class of feasible-
start base iterations (as opposed to, merely, a specific version of a constraint-reduced
scheme), and to offer broad freedom in the choice of a penalty-parameter updating
1Note however that, in the context of feasible-direction methods for general nonlinear optimiza-
tion problems, methods that craftily combine the two phases have been known for decades; see [26,28].
2A constraint-reduced version of Mehrotra’s Predictor Corrector [24].
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rule; the base iteration and the updating rule are merely required to satisfy certain
general specifications. Second, the framework is then extended to solve problems
that include equality constraints without destroying any existing sparsity. Third, it
is shown that, at a negligible additional cost per iteration, when the CQP is primal-
infeasible, a certificate of infeasibility is produced. Finally, promising numerical results
are obtained, with the algorithm of [21] as base iteration, in comparison with those
obtained with popular schemes.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the framework is outlined, and
requirements to be satisfied by the base iteration and the penalty-parameter updat-
ing rule are introduced. Section 3 is devoted to the convergence analysis, under
the assumption that the requirements specified in section 2 are satisfied. For sake
of simplicity of exposition, sections 2 and 3 deal with purely inequality-constrained
problems, i.e., p = 0. Extension to the general problem is dealt with in section 4. In
section 5, issuance of an infeasibility certificate in case (P) is infeasible is investigated.
Section 6 introduces a penalty-parameter update that satisfies the required specifi-
cations, discusses implementation details, and reports numerical results on randomly
generated problems and support-vector machine training problems with comparison
to popular optimization solvers. Concluding remarks are given in section 7.
The notation is mostly standard. In particular, consistent with the interior-
point literature, given a vector v, the associated matrix diag(vi) is denoted by the
corresponding capital letter V . We use ‖·‖ to denote an arbitrary norm, possibly
different in each instance that it is being used; of course, ‖·‖∞, ‖·‖1, and ‖·‖2 are
specific. The matrix norms are the respective induced norms. The Matlab notation
([A B;C D], [u; v]) is used for block matrices and vector concatenation.
Before proceeding, we state here two assumptions on problem (P), which will be
in force throughout—with the exception of section 5, as duly noted there. Recall
(e.g., [25, Propositions 2.1–2.2]) that if the dual of a CQP is feasible then the CQP is
bounded, and that if the CQP is feasible and bounded then it has an optimal solution
and its dual is feasible.
Assumption 1. (P) is strictly feasible and so is its dual, and (P)’s (nonempty)
optimal solution set is bounded.3
Assumption 2. C has full (row) rank and [H; A; C] has full (column) rank.
2. A Framework for Accommodating Infeasible Starts.
2.1. General Idea. Suppose a feasible-start base iteration is available toward
solving (P) with p = 0 and suppose moreover that applying such iteration repeatedly
on (P) produces a sequence of feasible iterates that enjoys certain additional prop-
erties (to be specified in section 2.2.2 below). It is suggested in [21], in the context
of a “constraint-reduced” primal-dual interior-point method that requires an initial
primal-feasible point, that an extension to handle problems for which a primal-feasible
initial point is not available can be obtained by involving the following surrogate
primal–dual pair,4 for which a primal-feasible point (x, z) is readily available:
3Only Proposition 3.2 invokes boundedness of the primal optimal solution set. It is not clear
at this point whether such assumption is necessary indeed. In any case, if it is, it of course can be
achieved by imposing large bounds to the components of x.
4An `∞ penalty function can be substituted for this `1 penalty function with minor adjustments:
see [15,16] for details.
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minimize
x∈Rn, z∈Rm
f(x) + ϕ1T z s.t. Ax + z ≥ b, z ≥ 0 ,(2.1)
maximize
x∈Rn,pi∈Rm,ξ∈Rm
ψ(x,pi) s.t. Hx + c−ATpi = 0 ,pi + ξ = ϕ1, (pi, ξ) ≥ 0,(2.2)
with ψ(x,pi) := − 12xTHx + bTpi, where ϕ > 0 is a penalty parameter. Equivalently,
minimize
x∈Rn+m
fϕ(x) :=
1
2
xTHx + cTϕx s.t. Ax ≥ b ,(Pϕ)
maximize
(x,λ)∈R(n+m)+2m
ψ(x, λ) := −1
2
xTHx + bT λ s.t. Hx + cϕ − AT λ = 0, λ ≥ 0 ,(Dϕ)
where x := [x; z], λ := [pi; ξ], cϕ := [c;ϕ1], b := [b; 0],
(2.3) H :=
[
H 0
0 0
]
, and A :=
[
A I
0 I
]
.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for (x, z,pi, ξ) to solve (Pϕ)–(Dϕ) are given by
(2.4) Hx + c−ATpi = 0, pi + ξ = ϕ1, Spi = 0, Zξ = 0, (s, z,pi, ξ) ≥ 0.
where s := Ax + z− b; equivalently,
(2.5) Hx + cϕ − AT λ = 0, Sλ = 0, (s, λ) ≥ 0,
where s := [s; z].
The rationale for introducing (Pϕ) is as follows. The penalty function penalizes
positive values of the components of z while the z ≥ 0 constraints in (2.1) prevent
negative values. Hence, since the `1 penalty function is known to be exact, if the
solution set of (P) is nonempty (implying that the solution set of (Pϕ) is nonempty
for ϕ sufficiently large), for ϕ above a certain threshold, every solution of (Pϕ) will
be of the form (x∗,0), with x∗ a solution of (P) (see Lemma 3.1 below). On the
other hand, for given ϕ, (Pϕ) (with feasible initial (x, z)) can be tackled by repeated
application of the base iteration. The idea is then to augment the base iteration
with a penalty-parameter updating scheme to bring ϕ above such threshold. One
such scheme was proposed in [15, 16] (again in the context of a specific constraint-
reduced algorithm). Problem (Pϕ) enjoys the following properties to be invoked in
the analysis.
Lemma 2.0. Given ϕ > 0, (Pϕ) is strictly feasible. Further, for ϕ > 0 large
enough, (Pϕ) is bounded, i.e., has a nonempty solution set. Finally, for ϕ > 0, given
any ρ > 0 and α ∈ R, the set S := {(x, z) ∈ Fα : ‖z‖≤ ρ} is bounded, where
Fα := {x : z ≥ 0,Ax + z ≥ b, fϕ(x) ≤ α}.
Proof. First, trivially, given any x, there exists z with large enough components
such that (x, z) is strictly feasible. Next, boundedness of (Pϕ) for ϕ large enough
follows from feasibility of (Pϕ) and feasibility of (Dϕ) for ϕ large enough, where the
latter follows from Assumption 1, since the only difference between the dual of (P)
and (Dϕ) is the constraint pi+ξ = ϕ1, with ξ ≥ 0, in the latter. As for the third claim,
proceeding by contradiction, suppose that S is unbounded. Then S must contain a
nontrivial recession (translated) cone, i.e., (since z is “bounded in S”,) there exists a
(ϕ-dependent) direction v 6= 0 such that Hv = 0, cTv ≤ 0, and Av ≥ 0. If cTv = 0,
this contradicts to boundedness of the optimal solution set of (P) (Assumption 1).
On the other hand, if cTv < 0, this contradicts to the assumption that the optimal
solution set of (P) is nonempty (again, Assumption 1).
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2.2. Proposed Framework.
2.2.1. Master Algorithm. Given a base iteration and a penalty-parameter up-
dating rule, the overall algorithm for solving (P) starting from a potentially infeasible
point proceeds as follows. Here, VarBI collects all internal base-iteration variables that
are not listed explicitly, and the parenthetic (λk+1) indicates that λk+1 may or may
not be produced by the base iteration; if it is not, an appropriate quantity must be
generated outside the base iteration, for input into the penalty-parameter update.
Master Algorithm
Parameters: Parameters of the base iteration and of the penalty-parameter update.
Initialization: x0 ∈ Rn, z0 ∈ Rn, satisfying z0>0 and Ax0 + z0>b; s0 := Ax0 +
z0 − b (>0);5 λ0 ≥ 0; ϕ0 > 0; k := 0; VarBI
Iteration k:
If λk ≥ 0 is not available, provide a (nonnegative) estimate thereof; see section 2.2.2.
If user-provided stopping criterion is satisfied, stop.
Penalty-parameter update:
Input: ϕk > 0; x
k, zk, λk
Output: ϕk+1 ≥ ϕk.6
Base iteration (applied to (Pϕk+1)–(Dϕk+1))
Input: xk := [xk; zk], sk := [sk; zk]; VarBI
Output: [xk+1; zk+1] := xk+1, sk+1 := Axk+1 + zk+1 − b, (λk+1 ≥ 0); VarBI
If fϕk+1(x
k+1) > fϕk+1(x
k),
set xk := xk+1, sk := sk+1, and zk := zk+1; go back to Base iteration.
Otherwise,
set k := k + 1 and go to Iteration k.
Remark 2.1. Note that, regardless of whether or not the base iteration enforces
monotone decrease of the objective function, the sequence “seen” by the penalty-
parameter update does enjoy such property, i.e., upon entry into the penalty-parameter
update, f(xk) + ϕkz
k ≤ f(xk−1) + ϕkzk−1 for all k ≥ 1. Such monotone decrease is
key to Lemma 3.4 below, on which the convergence analysis relies.
In the remainder of section 2, we consider requirements to be imposed on the base
iteration and on the penalty-parameter update; in section 3 we will prove that, when
these requirements are satisfied, the penalty parameter ϕk is eventually constant, and
the primal iteration xk converges to the optimal solution set of (P).
2.2.2. Requirements for the base iteration. When the base iteration is ap-
plied repeatedly toward solving a CQP of the form
(2.6) minimize
x∈Rn
f(x) :=
1
2
xTHx+ cTx s.t. Ax ≥ b,
(with any stopping criterion turned off,) it must construct a primal sequence {x`}
which, together with some “dual” sequence {λ`} (possibly constructed by the base
iteration), with λ` ≥ 0 for all `, satisfies the following requirements of feasibility, even-
tual descent (Requirement BI2 guarantees that Kˆ := {k > 0 : f(xk) ≤ f(x`), ∀` < k}
5When the base iteration satisfies Requirement BI1 (i) (see section 2.2.2), the Master Algorithm
can take non-strict feasible initial point, i.e., z0 ≥ 0 and Ax0 + z0 ≥ b.
6A variant, for which does the analysis of sections 3 to 5 still applies, would be for the penalty-
parameter update to output xk
′
instead of xk, with k′ = argmin`∈{1,...,k}f(x`)+ϕ`1T z`. Numerical
tests showed no discernible advantage from adopting this variant though.
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is an infinite index set), and—when the descending primal subsequence alluded to
above is bounded—convergence to the optimal solution set.
Requirement BI1. The base iteration satisfies at least one of the following two prop-
erties: (i) Given x` primal feasible, x`+1 is primal feasible. (ii) Given x` primal
strictly feasible, x`+1 is primal strictly feasible.
Requirement BI2. Given `0 > 0, there exists ` > `0 such that f(x
`) ≤ f(x`0).
Requirement BI3. If {xk}k∈Kˆ is bounded, then
max{‖Skλk‖, ‖Hxk + c−ATλk‖} → 0 on Kˆ .
where Sk := diag(Axk − b).
2.2.3. Example: An Infeasible-Start CR-MPC Algorithm. In [21], a
constraint-reduced interior-point algorithm dubbed CR-MPC is proposed to tackle
CQPs for which a strictly primal-feasible initial point x is available and no equality
constraints are present. CR-MPC does produce an appropriate λ sequence; specifi-
cally, λ0 in “Initialization” of the Master Algorithm is arbitrary and, for k = 0, 1, . . .,
λk+1 in the “Output” line of the base iteration in the Master Algorithm is assigned
the value [λ˜+]+, where λ˜+ is as generated in Step 8 by the kth run of iteration
CR-MPC. Here we show that under Assumption 1, iteration CR-MPC satisfies the
Requirements BI in section 2.2.2.
Because iteration CR-MPC is a primal-strictly-feasible iteration with monotone
decrease of the objective function, Requirements BI1 and BI2 are trivially satisfied.
As for Requirement BI3, it follows from parts (i) and (iv) of Theorem 1 of [21] that it
is also satisfied by CR-MPC, provided that the Assumptions 1 and 2 of [21] are met
by (Pϕ). Assumption 1 of [21] requires that (Pϕ) be strictly feasible, be bounded,
and have a bounded solution set. The first property is established by Lemma 2.0
under Assumption 1 of the present paper. The second and third ones are invoked
only in Lemma 5 of [21] (see the sentence immediately preceding that lemma) in
proving boundedness of the primal sequence. Since, boundedness of {xk} is assumed
in Requirement BI3, the second and third properties in Assumption 1 of [21] are
not necessary. As for Assumption 2 of [21] (linear independence of the gradients of
active constraints at stationary points), when applied to (Pϕ), it amounts to requiring
linear independence, for all x ∈ Rn, of {ai : aTi x ≤ bi}. Accordingly, in order to cover
Assumption 2 of [21], we append here a third assumption to our list; it is in force in
the present subsection only.
Assumption 3. 7 For all x ∈ Rn, {ai : aTi x ≤ bi} is a linearly independent set.
(Note that iteration CR-MPC enforces descent of the objective function, so that the
“Otherwise” exit of the “If” test in the Master Algorithm is always selected.)
2.2.4. Requirements for the penalty-parameter update. The penalty-
parameter update has a dual purpose. First, see to it that ϕk (rapidly) achieves
a value sufficient for (Pϕk) to have a nonempty solution set. Second, further see to
it that such value is high enough that solutions to (Pϕk) are solutions to the orig-
inal problem. Existence of a threshold insuring the latter is indeed guaranteed by
the “exact” character of the penalty function in (Pϕk). It is desirable that ϕk reach
7While the authors of [21] (who are also the authors of the present paper) were not able to
do away with such linear-independence assumption in proving that Theorem 1 of that paper holds,
intuition and extensive numerical testing suggest that Assumption 3 can be dropped.
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an adequate value rapidly because of course, every time ϕk is updated, the solution
process is disrupted.
In view of Lemma 3.1 below, the first three requirements below are natural.
Requirement PU1. {ϕk} is a positive, nondecreasing scalar sequence that either is
eventually constant or grows without bound.
Requirement PU2. If {zk} is unbounded, then ϕk →∞.
Requirement PU3. If ϕk is eventually constant and equal to ϕˆ, and max{‖Skλk‖,
‖Hxk + cϕk − AT λk‖, |(Hxk + c−ATpik)Txk|} → 0, then ϕˆ > lim inf‖pik‖∞.
While the above requirements allow for ϕk to be increased freely, the last one, stated
next, insures that, when the stated assumptions are satisfied, ϕk will eventually re-
main constant indeed. This is achieved by preventing situations where ϕk is increased
prematurely, based only on Requirement PU3, with each increase of ϕk possibly trig-
gering an initial increase of ‖pik‖∞, in turn triggering a further increase of ϕk, resulting
in a runaway phenomenon. To this effect, it is important to give a “chance” to the
base iteration to recover from the disruption caused by an increase of ϕk, so ‖pik‖∞
can settle to a reasonably low value; i.e., not to rush to increase it merely because it is
again less than ‖pik‖∞. Accordingly (since, for constant ϕ, Requirement BI3 implies
convergence to a solution of (Pϕ)), the requirement below allows ϕk to “track” ‖pik‖∞
only if the iteration does not diverge away from optimality, as indicated by growing
duality measure or growing dual infeasibility. Indeed, as it turns out, in addition to
ϕk not being already much larger than ‖pik‖∞, boundedness of distance to optimality,
together with boundedness of a certain inner product with xk, is sufficient.
Requirement PU4. If {zk} is bounded but ϕk → ∞, then there exists an infinite
index set K such that the following quantities are bounded on K:
Skλk (i.e., Skpik and Zkξk);(2.7a)
Hxk + cϕk − AT λk (i.e., Hxk + c−ATpik and pik + ξk − ϕk1);(2.7b)
(Hxk + c−ATpik)Txk(2.7c)
ϕk/max{1, ‖pik‖} .(2.7d)
An instance of a penalty-parameter update that satisfies a more general version (where
equality constraints are allowed) of the Requirements PU is given in section 6.1.
3. Convergence Analysis for the Framework. Like the previous section,
this section focuses exclusively on the case of problems without equality constraints,
i.e., p = 0. The general case is dealt with in section 4. The analysis in this section
is strongly inspired from that in [15] (and indirectly that in [16]), in particular Lem-
mas 3.2 to 3.4 of [15], streamlined and generalized here by allowing for the classes of
base iterations and penalty-parameter updating rules specified in the previous section,
rather than being tailored to a specific base iteration and penalty-parameter updating
rule. It invokes the dual of (P), which is, when p = 0,
(D) maximize
x∈Rn,pi∈Rm
ψ(x,pi) := −1
2
xTHx + piTb s.t. Hx + c−ATpi = 0, pi ≥ 0 .
Of course, a key for the penalty-parameter updating approach to succeed is that
ϕ be (eventually) large enough.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose (x∗, z∗,pi∗, ξ∗) solves (Pϕ)–(Dϕ) for some ϕ > ‖pi∗‖∞.
Then z∗ = 0 and (x∗,pi∗) solves (P)–(D).
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Proof. Since ϕ > ‖pi∗‖∞, feasibility for (Dϕ) implies that ξ∗ = ϕ1 − pi∗ > 0.
Complementary slackness (Z∗ξ∗ = 0) then implies that z∗ = 0. Therefore (x∗,pi∗) is
feasible, thus optimal, for (P)–(D).
Proposition 3.2. Suppose ϕk is eventually constant. Let ϕˆ := limk→∞ ϕk. Then
(i) the optimal solution set of (Pϕˆ) is nonempty and bounded, and (ii) as k → ∞,
zk → 0 and xk converges to the optimal solution set of (P). Furthermore, possible
additional convergence properties (beyond Requirement BI3) of the specific base iter-
ation under consideration (with a feasible initial point) are preserved when the initial
point is infeasible for (P).
Proof. Since ϕk is eventually constant, Requirement PU2 implies that {zk} is
bounded. From the third claim in Lemma 2.0 and the facts that (i) {zk} is bounded,
(ii) {(xk, zk)} is feasible for (Pϕˆ) (Requirement BI1), and (iii) f(xk)+ϕˆ1T zk monoton-
ically decreases (Remark 2.1), it follows that {xk} is bounded. Requirement BI3 then
gives that max{‖Skλk‖, ‖Hxk + cϕk −AT λk‖} → 0, which implies that xk converges to
the optimal solution set of (Pϕˆ), and hence that (Pϕˆ) is bounded. Next, from bounded-
ness of {xk}, we have (again invoking Requirement BI3) |(Hxk + c−ATpik)Txk|→ 0.
Requirement PU3 then leads to ϕˆ > ‖pik‖∞ for k large enough. It follows from
Lemma 3.1 and Assumption 1 that the optimal solution set of (Pϕˆ) is bounded. Fi-
nally, from Lemma 3.1, z∗ = 0 and (xk,pik) converges to the set of primal–dual
solutions to (P)–(D). Also, because the key properties of (P) (as listed in Assump-
tion 1) are shared by (Pϕˆ), all specific additional convergence properties of the base
iteration are preserved.
The next lemma gives an upper bound on the magnitude of the relaxation vari-
able z when (x, z) is feasible for (Pϕ) and ϕ is large enough. This upper bound is
then used to prove boundedness of {zk} in Lemma 3.4. For use in the proofs here and
in section 4, recall that, because H  0,
(3.1) xˆTHxˆ + xTHx− 2(xˆTHx) = (xˆ− x)TH(xˆ− x) ≥ 0 .
Lemma 3.3. Let (xˆ, pˆi) be feasible for (D) and (x, z) be feasible for (Pϕ), and let
ϕ > ‖pˆi‖∞. Then
(3.2) ‖z‖∞≤ f(x) + ϕ1
T z−ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
ϕ− ‖pˆi‖∞ .
Proof. Feasibility of (x, z) for (Pϕ) implies that Ax + z ≥ b so that, since pˆi ≥ 0
(feasible for (D)),
(3.3) pˆiTAx + pˆiT z ≥ bT pˆi.
Since feasibility of (xˆ, pˆi) for (D) implies Hxˆ + c = AT pˆi, it follows that
(3.4) − pˆiT z ≤ (Hxˆ + c)Tx− bT pˆi ≤ f(x)−ψ(xˆ, pˆi) ,
where we have used (3.1). Since ϕ > ‖pˆi‖∞, ξˆ := ϕ1− pˆi > 0. Adding ϕ1T z to both
sides of (3.4) then yields
(3.5) ξˆ
T
z ≤ f(x) + ϕ1T z−ψ(xˆ, pˆi).
Then, since z ≥ 0 (feasible for (Pϕ)),
(3.6) ξˆizi ≤ ξˆT z ≤ f(x) + ϕ1T z−ψ(xˆ, pˆi),
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yielding, for i = 1, . . . ,m,
(3.7) zi ≤ f(x) + ϕ1
T z−ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
ξˆi
≤ f(x) + ϕ1
T z−ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
ϕ− ‖pˆi‖∞ .
Since z ≥ 0, the claim follows.
Lemma 3.4. Sequence {zk} is bounded.
Proof. Proceeding by contradiction, suppose {zk} is unbounded, so that, from
Requirement PU2, ϕk → ∞ as k → ∞. Then, given any (D)–feasible (xˆ, pˆi), there
exists k1 such that ϕk > ‖pˆi‖∞ for all k ≥ k1 and in view of Lemma 3.3,
(3.8) ‖zk−1‖∞≤ νk := f(x
k−1) + ϕk1T zk−1 −ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
ϕk − ‖pˆi‖∞ , k ≥ k1.
To conclude, we show that {νk} is bounded, specifically, that νk+1 ≤ νk for all k ≥ k1,
contradicting unboundedness of {zk}. Since (see Remark 2.1) f(xk) + ϕk1T zk ≤
f(xk−1) + ϕk1T zk−1 for all k ≥ 1, it suffices to show that, for all k ≥ k1,
(3.9) (νk+1 =)
f(xk) + ϕk+11
T zk −ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
ϕk+1 − ‖pˆi‖∞ ≤
f(xk) + ϕk1
T zk −ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
ϕk − ‖pˆi‖∞ .
To that effect, we show that, for all k, the function gk : R→ R defined by
(3.10) gk(ϕ) :=
f(xk) + ϕ1T zk −ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
ϕ− ‖pˆi‖∞
has a nonpositive derivative when ϕ > ‖pˆi‖∞. Indeed,
(3.11) g′k(ϕ) = −
f(xk) + ‖pˆi‖∞1T zk −ψ(xˆ, pˆi)
(ϕ− ‖pˆi‖∞)2
and
(3.12)
f(xk) + ‖pˆi‖∞1T zk −ψ(xˆ, pˆi) = 1
2
xˆTHxˆ− bT pˆi + f(xk) + ‖pˆi‖∞1T zk
≥ −pˆiT zk + ‖pˆi‖∞1T zk ≥ 0 ,
where we have used the facts that, given any (Pϕ)–feasible (x, z) (and since (xˆ, pˆi) is
(D)–feasible), recalling (3.1),
(3.13) f(x) +
1
2
xˆTHxˆ ≥ f(x)− 1
2
xTHx + xˆTHx = (c + Hxˆ)Tx = pˆiTAx ,
and that, since pˆi ≥ 0 and Ax + z ≥ b,
(3.14) pˆiTAx− pˆiTb = −pˆiT (b−Ax) ≥ −pˆiT z .
Since ϕk+1 ≥ ϕk (Requirement PU1), the proof is complete.
It remains to show that, under Requirement PU4, ϕk is eventually constant, so
Proposition 3.2 applies. This is done in the next two lemmas and Theorem 3.7.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose ϕk →∞ as k →∞. Then there exists an infinite index set
K that satisfies the properties listed in Requirement PU4. Further, given any such
K, (i) zk → 0 on K and (ii) {xk} is bounded on K.
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Proof. Since ϕk →∞ as k →∞, boundedness of {zk} (Lemma 3.4) and Require-
ment PU4 guarantee existence of an infinite index set K such that (2.7a)–(2.7c) are
bounded on K. Let (xˆ, pˆi) be (P)–(D)–feasible so that (i) sˆ := Axˆ−b ≥ 0 and since
Axk + zk − b = sk for all k,
(3.15) A(xˆ− xk)− zk − (sˆ− sk) = 0 ∀k,
and (ii) AT pˆi = Hxˆ + c and pˆi ≥ 0. Next, (2.7b)–(2.7c) imply that (xˆ− xk)T (Hxk +
c −ATpik) is bounded for k ∈ K, and adding (xˆ − xk)T (AT pˆi −Hxˆ − c) = 0 to it
yields that
(3.16) (xˆ− xk)TAT (pˆi − pik)− (xˆ− xk)TH(xˆ− xk) is bounded for k ∈ K.
Now we first show that, for some C,
(3.17) (xˆ− xk)TH(xˆ− xk) + pˆiT sk + (ϕk1− pˆi)T zk ≤ C ∀k ∈ K .
From (3.15)–(3.16), we have, for some {βk} bounded on K,
(3.18) (xˆ−xk)TH(xˆ−xk) = (xˆ−xk)TAT (pˆi−pik)+βk = (sˆ−sk+zk)T (pˆi−pik)+βk .
Reorganizing and adding ϕk(z
k)T1 to both sides yields, for k ∈ K,
(3.19)
(xˆ− xk)TH(xˆ− xk) + (sk)T pˆi + (zk)T (ϕk1− pˆi)
= sˆT pˆi − (sˆ− sk + zk)Tpik + ϕk(zk)T1 + βk
= sˆT pˆi − sˆTpik + (sk)Tpik + (zk)T (ϕk1− pik) + βk.
Here the second term is nonpositive, and Requirement PU4 (2.7a)–(2.7b) implies that
the third and fourth terms are bounded on K. Thus, the boundedness of {βk} on K
yields (3.17). Next, note that each of the three terms on the left-hand side of (3.17)
is bounded from below, so that all three are bounded on K. Indeed, the first and
second terms are nonnegative since H  0, pˆi ≥ 0, and sk ≥ 0; and the third term is
nonnegative for k large enough since zk ≥ 0 and ϕk → ∞. Since ϕk → ∞, claim (i)
follows from boundedness of the third term in the left-hand side of (3.17).
With (3.17) in hand, invoking strict dual feasibility (Assumption 1), assume with-
out loss of generality that pˆi has strictly positive components. Then boundedness on
K of the second term in (3.17) implies boundedness of {sk} on K. From boundedness
on K of {zk} and {sk} and the definition of sk, it follows that {Axk} is bounded on
K. Also, since H = HT  0, boundedness on K of the first term in (3.17) implies
boundedness of Hxk, again on K. Finally, boundedness on K of {Axk} and {Hxk}
together with the full-rank assumption on [H; A] (Assumption 2) proves claim (ii).
Lemma 3.6. Suppose ϕk →∞ as k →∞ and let K be as in Lemma 3.5, so that
zk → z∗ = 0 on K, {xk} is bounded on K, and K has the properties guaranteed
by Requirement PU4. Then, given any limit point x∗ of {xk} on K, there exists a
nonzero pi∗ ≥ 0, such that
(3.20) ATpi∗ = 0, S∗pi∗ = 0,
where s∗ := Ax∗ + z∗ − b = Ax∗ − b.
Proof. First, we have from Requirement PU4 (2.7b) that ϕk1 − (pik + ξk) is
bounded on K. Letting pik := 1ϕkpi
k and ξ
k
:= 1ϕk ξ
k, we conclude that pik + ξ
k → 1
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on K and in view of Requirement PU4 (2.7d), pik is bounded away from 0 on K.
Further, since (see Master Algorithm) (pik, ξk) = λk has nonnegative components, pik
and ξ
k
are bounded on K, hence have limit points on K, and every limit point pi∗
of pik on K satisfies pi∗ ≥ 0 and pi∗ 6= 0. Finally, since z∗ = 0 and {xk} is bounded
on K (Lemma 3.5 (ii)), boundedness of (2.7a)–(2.7b) in Requirement PU4 yields, by
dividing through by ϕk,
(3.21) ATpi∗ = 0, S∗pi∗ = 0 .
Theorem 3.7. (i) ϕk is eventually constant and (ii) as k →∞, zk → 0 and xk
converges to the optimal solution set of (P).
Proof. To prove claim (i), proceeding by contradiction, suppose that ϕk → ∞
and let K be as in Lemma 3.5. Then in view of Lemma 3.5, zk → z∗ := 0 on K and
{xk} is bounded on K. Let x∗ be a limit points of {xk} on K. From Lemma 3.6,
there exists pi∗ 6= 0, with pi∗ ≥ 0, such that
(3.22) ATpi∗ = 0 and S∗pi∗ = 0,
i.e., pi∗i = 0 for all i such that s
∗
i > 0, where s
∗ := Ax∗ − b. Next, let Aact be the
submatrix of A associated with active constraints at x∗ (i.e., the rows of Aact are all
those rows of A with index i such that s∗i = 0); and let pi
∗
act be the corresponding
subvector of pi∗. Then Aactx∗ = bact and (3.22) imply that
(3.23) ATactpi
∗
act = 0.
Now, invoking Assumption 1, let xˆ be strictly feasible for (P), i.e., Axˆ > b, in
particular, Aactxˆ > bact. With v := xˆ − x∗, by subtraction, we get Aactv > 0.
Left-multiplying both sides of (3.23) by vT yields (Aactv)
Tpi∗act = 0, a contradiction
since (3.22) together with pi∗ 6= 0 and pi∗ ≥ 0 implies that pi∗act 6= 0 and pi∗act ≥ 0.
This proves the first claim. The second claim follows from Proposition 3.2.
4. Problems with Equality Constraints. A standard approach for handling
linear equality constraints within an inequality-constrained optimization framework
is, after constructing an initial point that satisfies the equality constraints, to simply
carry out the inequality-constrained optimization on the affine space defined by the
equality constraints, rather than on Rn. Search directions based on the inequality
constraints are thus projected on that subspace. A drawback of such approach is
that possible sparsity of the equality-constraint matrix is not inherited by the pro-
jection operator. Further, unless special care is taken, the initial equality-feasible
point may be far removed from the region of interest, as its construction does not
take the objective function into account. An alternative approach, proposed in [23]
in a nonlinear-programming (NLP) context, deals with one side of the (possibly non-
linear) equality constraints (e.g., the side that is satisfied by the initial point) as an
inequality constraint, and uses an exact (and smooth) `1 penalty function to drive the
iterates to feasibility. A refined version of this approach was later used in [30] in an
interior-point NLP context.
Inspired by the latter, we now formulate each scalar (linear) equality as two
inequality constraints, i.e, we equivalently express (P) as
(P˜) minimize
x∈Rn
f(x) :=
1
2
xTHx + cTx s.t. Ax ≥ b, Cx ≥ d, −Cx ≥ −d,
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which, as we will demonstrate, can be handled within the same infeasible-start frame-
work. Its dual is given by
(D˜) maximize
x,pi,η,ζ
ψ(x,pi,η, ζ) s.t. Hx + c−ATpi −CT (η − ζ) = 0, (pi,η, ζ) ≥ 0,
where x ∈ Rn, pi ∈ Rm , η ∈ Rp, ζ ∈ Rp, and
(4.1) ψ(x,pi,η, ζ) := −1
2
xTHx + piTb + (η − ζ)Td .
The corresponding augmented problem is
minimize
x,z,y
f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y] s.t. Ax + z ≥ b, z ≥ 0, Cx + y ≥ d, Cx− y ≤ d(P˜ϕ)
maximize
x,pi,ξ,η,ζ
ψ(x,pi,η, ζ) := −1
2
xTHx + piTb + ηTd− ζTd(D˜ϕ)
s.t. Hx + c−ATpi −CT (η − ζ) = 0,pi + ξ = ϕ1,η + ζ = ϕ1, (pi, ξ,η, ζ) ≥ 0
with x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp, pi ∈ Rm, ξ ∈ Rm η ∈ Rp, ζ ∈ Rp. We will also make
use of the slack variables
(4.2) tk+ := Cx
k + yk − d ≥ 0, tk− := −Cxk + yk + d ≥ 0;
note that tk+ + t
k
− = 2y
k.
Remark 4.1. Note the dissymmetry between the way original inequalities are aug-
mented and the way inequalities issued from equalities are augmented in (P˜ϕ): unlike
z ≥ 0, y ≥ 0 is not included. While including y ≥ 0 would have simplified (by exploit-
ing the symmetry) the expression of requirements for the penalty-parameter update as
well as the ensuing analysis, the three sets of constraints involving y would then form
a structurally linearly dependent set (the difference of the first two is twice the third
one), and because all three are active when y = 0 (which is the case at the solution
when ϕ is large enough) this may rule out some possible base iterations (such as, in
theory, CR-MPC).
Substituting [A; C;−C] for A, (z,y) for z and (pi,η − ζ) for pi, we obtain the
following revised list of requirements for the penalty-parameter updating rule.
Requirement PU1′. {ϕk} is a positive, nondecreasing scalar sequence that either is
eventually constant or grows without bound.
Requirement PU2′. If {(zk,yk)} is unbounded, then ϕk →∞.
Requirement PU3′. If ϕk is eventually constant and equal to ϕˆ, and ‖Gk1‖, ‖Gk2‖,
and |Gk3 | tend to zero, where
Gk1 := (S
kpik, Zkξk, Tk+η
k, Tk−ζ
k),(4.3a)
Gk2 := (Hx
k + c−ATpik −CT (ηk − ζk),pik + ξk − ϕk1,ηk + ζk − ϕk1),(4.3b)
Gk3 := (Hx
k + c−ATpik −CT (ηk − ζk))Txk,(4.3c)
then ϕˆ > lim inf‖[pik;ηk − ζk]‖∞.
Requirement PU4′. If ϕk → ∞ and {(zk,yk)} is bounded, then there exists an
infinite index set K such that Gk1 , G
k
2 , G
k
3 , and ϕk/max{1, ‖[pik;ηk − ζk]‖} are bounded
on K.
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With Requirements PU1′ to PU4′ substituted for Requirements PU1 to PU4 and
the Master Algorithm extended in the obvious way to account for the additional
variable yk, with some adjustments, the convergence analysis in section 3 extends to
cases when equality constraints are present, as we show next. The following (readily
proved) extended version of Lemma 2.0 will be used.
Lemma 4.0. Given ϕ > 0, (P˜ϕ) is strictly feasible. Further, for ϕ > 0 large
enough, (P˜ϕ) is bounded, i.e., has a nonempty solution set. Finally, for ϕ > 0,
given any ρ > 0 and α ∈ R, the set S := {(x, z,y) ∈ Fα : ‖[z; y]‖≤ ρ} is bounded,
where Fα := {(x, z,y) : z ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, Ax + z ≥ b, Cx + y ≥ d, − Cx + y ≥
−d, f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y] ≤ α}.
As in section 3, we first show that, for sufficiently large penalty parameter ϕ,
the solutions to the augmented primal–dual pair agree with the ones to the original
primal–dual pair.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose (x∗, z∗,y∗,pi∗, ξ∗,η∗, ζ∗) solves (P˜ϕ)–(D˜ϕ) for some
ϕ > ‖[pi∗;η∗ − ζ∗]‖∞. Then z∗ = 0, y∗ = 0, and (x∗,pi∗,η∗, ζ∗) solves (P˜)–(D˜).
Proof. First, z∗ = 0 follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Next, ϕ > ‖η∗− ζ∗‖∞
implies that ϕ1 > η∗ − ζ∗, and since η∗, ζ∗ ≥ 0, ϕ1 > η∗; similarly, ϕ1 > ζ∗. Since
feasibility for (D˜ϕ) implies η
∗ + ζ∗ = ϕ1, it follows that η∗, ζ∗ > 0. Complementary
slackness then implies that Cx∗ − d + y∗ = 0 and Cx∗ − d − y∗ = 0, hence that
y∗ = 0. Therefore, (x∗,pi∗,η∗, ζ∗) is feasible, thus optimal, for (P˜)–(D˜).
Proposition 4.2. Suppose ϕk is eventually constant. Then, [z
k; yk] → 0 as
k →∞ and xk converges to the optimal solution set of (P˜).
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 3.2, subject to replacing
throughout zk with [zk; yk; yk], xk with (xk, zk,yk), and λk with (pik, ξk,ηk, ζk) and
invoking Requirements PU2′ and PU3′ instead of PU2 and PU3, Lemma 4.1 instead
of Lemma 3.1, and Lemma 4.0 instead of Lemma 2.0.
Similar to Lemma 3.3, the following lemma provides an upper bound on the
magnitude of relaxation variables z and y when (x, z,y) is feasible for (P˜ϕ) and
ϕ is large enough. This bound is then used in Lemma 4.4 to show boundedness
of {(zk,yk)}. Note that, in contrast with Lemma 3.3, Lemma 4.3 assumes a lower
bound on the penalty parameter ϕ that is more restrictive than the one in Lemma 4.1.
This however does not interfere with the analysis, since Lemma 4.3 is only invoked in
the proof of Lemma 4.4, in which ϕ is assumed (in a contradiction argument) to be
unbounded.
Lemma 4.3. Let (xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ) be feasible for (D˜) and (x, z,y) be feasible for (P˜ϕ),
and let ϕ > ‖[pˆi; 2ηˆ; 2ζˆ]‖∞. Then
(4.4) ‖[z; y]‖∞≤ f(x) + ϕ1
T [z; y]−ψ(xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ)
1
2 (ϕ− ‖[pˆi; 2ηˆ; 2ζˆ]‖∞)
.
Proof. Feasibility of (x, z,y) for (P˜ϕ) implies that Ax + z ≥ b, Cx + y ≥ d, and
−Cx + y ≥ −d so that, since pˆi ≥ 0, ηˆ ≥ 0, and ζˆ ≥ 0 (feasible for (D˜)),
(4.5) pˆiTAx + pˆiT z ≥ bT pˆi, ηˆTCx + ηˆTy ≥ ηˆTd, −ζˆTCx + ζˆTy ≥ −ζˆTd .
Since feasibility of (xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ) for (D˜) implies Hxˆ + c = AT pˆi + CT (ηˆ − ζˆ), it follows
that
(4.6) − pˆiT z− ηˆTy− ζˆTy ≤ (Hxˆ+c)Tx−bT pˆi− ηˆTd+ ζˆTd ≤ f(x)−ψ(xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ),
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where we again used (3.1). Since ϕ > ‖[pˆi; 2ηˆ; 2ζˆ]‖∞, we have ξˆ := ϕ1 − pˆi > 0,
αˆ1 :=
1
2ϕ1 − ηˆ > 0, and αˆ2 := 12ϕ1 − ζˆ > 0. Adding ϕ(1T z + 1Ty) to both sides
of (4.6) then yields
(4.7) [ξˆ; αˆ1; αˆ2]
T [z; y; y] ≤ f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y]−ψ(xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ).
Then, since (z,y) ≥ 0 (feasible for (P˜ϕ))
(4.8) [ξˆ; αˆ1; αˆ2]i[z; y; y]i ≤ [ξˆ; αˆ1; αˆ2]T [z; y; y] ≤ f(x) + ϕ1T [z; y]−ψ(xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ),
yielding, for i = 1, . . . ,m+ 2p,
(4.9)
[z; y; y]i ≤ f(x) + ϕ1
T [z; y]−ψ(xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ)
[ξˆ; αˆ1; αˆ2]i
≤ f(x) + ϕ1
T [z; y]−ψ(xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ)
1
2 (ϕ− ‖[pˆi; 2ηˆ; 2ζˆ]‖∞)
,
where the last inequality can be verified by noting (i) that (αˆ1)j ≥ 12ϕ − ‖ηˆ‖∞ and
(αˆ2)j ≥ 12ϕ−‖ζˆ‖∞, (ii) that since ϕ−‖pˆi‖∞> 0, ξˆj ≥ ϕ−‖pˆi‖∞> 12 (ϕ−‖pˆi‖∞), and
(iii) that this implies that [ξˆ; αˆ1; αˆ2]i ≥ min{ 12 (ϕ−‖pˆi‖∞), 12ϕ−‖ηˆ‖∞, 12ϕ−‖ζˆ‖∞}.
Since (z,y) ≥ 0, the claim follows.
Lemma 4.4. Sequence {(zk,yk)} is bounded.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 3.4 (invoking Lemma 4.3 in-
stead of Lemma 3.3), subject to replacing throughout zk with (zk,yk), ψ(xˆ, pˆi) with
ψ(xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ), and ‖pˆi‖∞ with ‖[pˆi; 2ηˆ; 2ζˆ]‖∞.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose ϕk →∞ as k →∞. Then there exists an infinite index set
K such that (i) (zk,yk)→ 0 on K and (ii) {xk} is bounded on K.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.5 is adapted as follows, with Requirement PU4′
now being invoked instead of Requirement PU4. Let (xˆ, pˆi, ηˆ, ζˆ) be (P˜)–(D˜)–feasible,
sˆ := Axˆ−b(≥ 0), and tˆ+ := tˆ− := 0. Then (3.15) becomes a set of three equations:
A(xˆ− xk)− zk − (sˆ− sk) = 0 ∀k(4.10a)
C(xˆ− xk)− yk − (tˆ+ − tk+) = 0 ∀k(4.10b)
−C(xˆ− xk)− yk − (tˆ− − tk−) = 0 ∀k .(4.10c)
Dual feasibility combined with (4.10) now yields (replacing (3.16)) boundedness on
K of
(4.11) (xˆ− xk)T (AT (pˆi − pik) + CT ((ηˆ − ηk)− (ζˆ − ζk)))− (xˆ− xk)TH(xˆ− xk),
and it now follows that there exists D > 0 such that, for all k ∈ K,
(4.12)
(xˆ−xk)TH(xˆ−xk)+ pˆiT sk+ ηˆT tk+ + ζˆ
T
tk−+(ϕk1− pˆi)T zk+(ϕk1−(ηˆ+ ζˆ))Tyk ≤ D,
replacing (3.17). The proof concludes essentially like that of Lemma 3.5.
The details that lead to (4.12) are as follows. Equation (3.18) becomes
(4.13)
(xˆ− xk)TH(xˆ− xk) = (xˆ− xk)T (AT (pˆi − pik) + CT ((ηˆ − ηk)− (ζˆ − ζk))) + βk
=(sˆ− sk + zk)T (pˆi − pik) + (tˆ+ − tk+ + yk)(ηˆ − ηk) + (tˆ− − tk− + yk)(ζˆ − ζk) + βk ,
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where βk is bounded on K and the second equality follows from (4.10). Upon adding
ϕk1
T [zk; yk] to both sides and reorganizing, we get (since tˆ+ = tˆ− = 0)
(4.14)
(xˆ− xk)TH(xˆ− xk) + pˆiT sk + ηˆT tk+ + ζˆ
T
tk−
+ (ϕk1− pˆi)T zk + (ϕk1− (ηˆ + ζˆ))Tyk
= sˆT pˆi − sˆTpik + (sk)Tpik + (tk+)Tηk + (tk−)T ζk
+ (ϕk1− pik)T zk + (ϕk1− (ηk + ζk))Tyk + βk ,
and essentially the same analysis as is done in the proof of Lemma 3.5 applies here,
concluding the proof.
In the remainder of this section, the difference η−ζ plays a key role, so we define
ω := η − ζ, and similarly, ωk := ηk − ζk, etc.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose ϕk →∞ as k →∞ and let K be as in Lemma 4.5, so that
(zk,yk) → (z∗,y∗) = (0,0) on K, {xk} is bounded on K, and K has the properties
guaranteed by Requirement PU4′. Then, given any limit point x∗ of {xk} on K, there
exist pi∗ ∈ Rm+ (if m > 0) and ω∗ ∈ Rp (if p > 0), with (pi∗,ω∗) 6= 0, such that
(4.15) ATpi∗ + CTω∗ = 0, S∗pi∗ = 0,
where s∗ := Ax∗ + z∗ − b = Ax∗ − b.
Proof. First, we have from Requirement PU4′ (Gk2) that ϕk1 − (pik + ξk) and
ϕk1 − (ηk + ζk) are bounded on K, which implies that pik + ξk → 1 on K and
ηk + ζ
k → 1 on K, where, again pik := pik/ϕk, ξk := ξk/ϕk, ηk := ηk/ϕk, and
ζ
k
:= ζk/ϕk. Additionally, in view of Requirement PU4
′, (pik,ωk := (ηk − ζk)/ϕk)
is bounded away from 0 on K, and since pik, ξ
k
, ηk, and ζ
k
all have nonnegative
components, they are all bounded on K, and so is ωk. Hence all have limit points
on K, and every limit points (pi∗,ω∗) of (pik,ωk) satisfies pi∗ ≥ 0 and (pi∗,ω∗) 6=
0. Finally, since (z∗,y∗) = (0,0) and {xk} is bounded on K (Lemma 4.5 (ii)),
boundedness of Gk1 and G
k
2 in Requirement PU4
′ yields, by dividing through by ϕk,
(4.16) ATpi∗ + CTω∗ = 0, S∗pi∗ = 0 .
Theorem 4.7. (i) ϕk is eventually constant and (ii) (z
k,yk)→ 0 as k →∞ and
xk converges to the set of solutions of (P˜).
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 3.7, invoking Lemma 4.6, we note that for
some pi∗ ≥ 0 (if m > 0) and ω∗ (if p > 0), with (pi∗,ω∗) 6= 0, we have
(4.17) ATpi∗ + CTω∗ = 0, with pi∗i = 0 ∀i ∈ {i: s∗i > 0} ,
where s∗ := Ax∗ − b. Next, let Aact be the submatrix of A associated with active
constraints at x∗; i.e., the rows of Aact are all those rows of A with index i such that
s∗i = 0. Then Aactx
∗ = bact, Cx∗ = d, and (4.17) imply that
(4.18) ATactpi
∗
act + C
Tω∗ = 0.
Now, invoking Assumption 1, let xˆ be strictly feasible for (P), i.e., Cxˆ = d and
Axˆ > b, in particular, Aactxˆ > bact. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, we
conclude that pi∗act = 0 and, from (4.18), that C
Tω∗ = 0, a contradiction since C
has full row rank (Assumption 2), proving the first claim. The second claim follows
from Proposition 4.2.
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5. Certificate of Infeasibility. The assumption (part of Assumption 1) that
(P) has a (strictly) feasible point generally cannot be ascertained at the outset, and
in case of infeasibility it is desirable that the sequences generated by the algorithm
provide, preferably early on, a certificate of infeasibility. In this section it is shown
that the proposed framework does provide such certificate and that, in addition, it
provides an initial feasible point for a nearby feasible problem.
Thus, in this section, Assumption 1 is replaced with the following less restrictive
assumption (primal feasibility is not assumed), involving auxiliary problem
(P′) minimize
x∈Rn
f(x) s.t. Ax ≥ b′, Cx ≥ d′−, Cx ≤ d′+ ,
a feasible relaxation of the infeasible (P), with some b′ ≤ b, d′− ≤ d and d′+ ≥ d
selected in such a way that (P′) is indeed feasible.
Assumption 1′. (P′) has a (nonempty) bounded optimal solution set.
Note that Assumption 1′ implies feasibility of the dual of (P′), which is equivalent
to feasibility of (D). Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, invoked in the analysis below, were es-
tablished without using the primal-feasibility nor strict-dual-feasibility portions of
Assumption 1, so that the less restrictive Assumption 1′ is sufficient there. The fol-
lowing additional assumption is also invoked.
Assumption 4. 8 (P′) has a bounded feasible set.
The notation used below is as in section 4. In particular, ω := η−ζ, ωk := ηk−ζk,
etc. It is well known (Farkas’s Lemma; e.g. [22, Proposition 6.4.3(iii)]) that a system
of the form Ax ≥ b, Cx = d is infeasible, i.e., has no solution, if and only if there
exists (pi,ω) such that
(5.1) pi ≥ 0, ATpi + CTω = 0, bTpi + dTω > 0 .
Now, consider the reparameterization/rescaling of (P˜ϕ) obtained by defining α := 1/ϕ
and scaling the objective function by α, viz.
(P˜α) minimize
x,z,y
αf(x) +1T [z; y] s.t. Ax+z ≥ b,Cx+y ≥ d,−Cx+y ≥ −d, z ≥ 0
with x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp. The limit problem (with α = 0) is
(P˜0) minimize
x,z,y
1T [z; y] s.t. Ax + z ≥ b, Cx + y ≥ d, −Cx + y ≥ −d, z ≥ 0 ,
with dual
(D˜0) maximize
pi∈Rm,ω∈Rp
bTpi + dTω s.t. ATpi + CTω = 0, ω ∈ [−1, 1], pi ∈ [0, 1] ,
and optimality conditions given by
(5.2)
ATpi + CT (η − ζ) = 0, pi + ξ = 1, η + ζ = 1,
Spi = 0, Zξ = 0, T+η = 0, T−ζ = 0, (s, t+, t−, z,pi, ξ,η, ζ) ≥ 0.
The analysis proceeds as follows.
8Numerical experimentation, including tests with small-size problems that do not satisfy As-
sumption 4, suggests that mere boundedness of the optimal solution set of (P′), as implied by
Assumption 1′, is sufficient for the results to hold. A proof of this is elusive at this time though. In
any case, boundedness of the feasible set of course can be achieved by imposing appropriately large
bounds to the components of x.
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Lemma 5.1. If (P) is infeasible, then αk → 0 as k →∞.
Proof. By contradiction. If αk does not tend to 0, then it is eventually constant,
say, equal to αˆ > 0. Thus, Requirement PU2′ implies that {(zk,yk)} is bounded.
Since (P˜αˆ) is strictly feasible, Assumption 1
′ and Lemma 4.0 imply boundedness of
its constrained level sets, hence boundedness of {xk}, and Requirements BI3 and PU3′
imply convergence to the set of optimal solution and ϕˆ := 1/αˆ > lim inf‖[pi∗;ω∗]‖∞.
Lemma 4.1 then implies that (x∗,pi∗,η∗, ζ∗) solves (P)–(D), in contradiction with (P)
being infeasible.
Lemma 5.2. If (P) is infeasible, then there exists an infinite index set K such
that, as k → ∞, k ∈ K, (pik,ωk), with pik := αkpik and ωk := αkωk, tends to the
solution set of (D˜0) and (z
k,yk) tends to the solution set of (P˜0).
Proof. Let K := {k : αk+1 < αk}, an infinite index set in view of Lemma 5.1.
Also, let ξ
k
:= αkξ
k, ηk := αkη
k, and ζ
k
:= αkζ
k. In view of Lemma 4.4 (bound-
edness of {(zk,yk)}) and Requirement PU4′, since αk → 0, we have, together with
(pik, ξ
k
,ηk, ζ
k
) ≥ 0,
(5.3)
Skpik → 0, Zkξk → 0, Tk+ηk → 0, Tk−ζ
k → 0,
αk(Hx
k + c)−ATpik −CTωk → 0, pik + ξk − 1→ 0, ηk + ζk − 1→ 0,
as k →∞, k ∈ K. In particular, (pik, ξk,ηk, ζk) is bounded on K. In view of Assump-
tion 4, {xk} is also bounded, and it follows that for any limit point (xˆ, zˆ, yˆ, pˆi, ξˆ, ηˆ, ζˆ)
of (xk, zk,yk,pik, ξ
k
,ηk, ζ
k
) on K,
(5.4) Sˆpˆi = 0, Tˆ+ηˆ = 0, Tˆ−ζˆ = 0, Zˆξˆ = 0, AT pˆi+CT ωˆ = 0, pˆi+ξˆ = 1, ηˆ+ζˆ = 1,
implying the claim.
Lemma 5.3. If (P) is infeasible, every solution (pi∗,ω∗) of (D˜0) satisfies pi∗ ≥ 0,
ATpi∗ + CTω∗ = 0, and bTpi∗ + dTω∗ > 0.
Proof. Immediate consequence of strong duality, since the dual of (P˜0) is (D˜0).
Together, these three lemmas establish the following.
Theorem 5.4. If (P) is infeasible, then given  > 0, there exists kˆ such that
(5.5) ‖ATpikˆ + CTωkˆ‖≤ , bTpikˆ + dTωkˆ > 0,
and
(5.6) 1T [zkˆ; ykˆ] ≤ 1T [zˆ; yˆ] + ,
where pikˆ ≥ 0 and (zˆ, yˆ) solves (P˜0).
Hence, if (P) is infeasible, the Master Algorithm provides a certificate of (approxi-
mate) infeasibility, as well as an -`1-least relaxation of the constraints, replacing b
with b′ := b− zkˆ, and “spreading” Cx = d to −∆d− ≤ Cx− d ≤ ∆d+, with
(∆d+)i :=
{
(ykˆ)i , if (Cx
kˆ − d)i > 0
0 , otherwise
, (∆d−)i :=
{
(ykˆ)i , if (Cx
kˆ − d)i < 0
0 , otherwise
,
that makes xkˆ feasible for the relaxed problem.9
9Alternatively, xkˆ is also feasible for the adjusted (rather than relaxed) problem obtained by still
replacing b with b′ but then including instead the equality constraints Cx = d′, with d′ = Cxkˆ.
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6. Implementation and Numerical Experiments.
6.1. A Penalty-Parameter Updating Rule. The following updating rule for
the penalty parameter was used in our experiments; here σ1 > 0, σ2 > 1, and γ0 > 0,
γ1 > 0, γ2 > 0, γ3 > 0 are prescribed, but γ1 through γ3 can be freely reduced with
every increase of ϕk.
Penalty-parameter updating rule
1. Set ϕ+ := ϕ.
2. If ‖(z,y)‖> γ0ϕ, set ϕ+ := σ2γ0 ‖(z,y)‖.
3. If ϕ+ ≤ ‖[pi;η − ζ]‖∞+σ1, ‖G1‖≤ γ1, ‖G2‖≤ γ2, and |G3|≤ γ3,
then set ϕ+ := σ2(‖[pi;η − ζ]‖∞+σ1).
We now show that this proposed penalty-parameter updating rule satisfies Re-
quirements PU1′ to PU4′.
PU1′: Clear, since ϕ0 > 0 in the Master Algorithm, and σ1 > 0 and σ2 > 1 here.
PU2′: Step 2 above implies that ϕk+1 ≥ 1γ0 ‖(zk,yk)‖ for all k, proving the claim.
PU3′: Suppose ϕk = ϕˆ for all k > kˆ. Then, in view of step 2 above, it must be the
case that {(zk,yk)} is bounded. Further, since Gk1 , Gk2 , and Gk3 all tend to zero (see
Requirement PU3′), step 3 above implies that ϕˆ > ‖[pik;ηk − ζk]‖∞+σ1 for k > kˆ,
so the requirement is satisfied.
PU4′: Suppose ϕk →∞ and {(zk,yk)} is bounded, so the condition in step 2 above
cannot hold more than finitely many times. Then, since ϕk → ∞, the conditions in
step 3 must be satisfied on an infinite index set K, implying that Gk1 , G
k
2 and G
k
3 are
all bounded on K, and ϕk ≤ ‖[pik;ηk−ζk]‖∞+σ1 on K so that ‖[pik;ηk−ζk]‖∞→∞
on K. Thus ϕk‖[pik;ηk−ζk]‖∞
≤ 1 + σ1‖[pik;ηk−ζk]‖∞ is bounded on K, proving the claim.
6.2. Implementation Details. All numerical tests were run with a Matlab
implementation of the Master Algorithm (section 2.2.1), base iteration (CR-MPC
proposed in [21]), and penalty-parameter update (section 6.1) on a machine with AMD
Opteron(tm) CPU Processor 6376 (2.3GHz) and Matlab R2019a in Linux platform.
Stopping criterion. In the implementation, the stopping criterion for the Master
Algorithm was Err ≤ tol with the normalized error term10
(6.1) Err :=
∥∥[Hx + c−ATpi −CT (η − ζ); min{s,pi}; min{[t+; t−], [η; ζ]}]∥∥2
max{‖H‖∞, ‖c‖∞ , ‖A‖∞, ‖C‖∞} ,
where s := Ax−b, t+ := Cx−d, t− := −(Cx−d), and min{·, ·} denotes component-
wise minimum. When equality constraints are not present, Err is reduced by setting
min{[t+; t−], [η; ζ]} = 0, and C = 0.
Initialization. The Master Algorithm requires that (x0, z0,y0) be feasible for the
augmented primal problem (P˜ϕ), while the CR-MPC base iteration requires primal-
strictly-feasible initial points, i.e., z0 > −min{Ax0 − b,0} and y0 > abs(Cx0 −
d), with abs(·) the component-wise absolute value. In our tests, given a (problem
dependent) x0, we chose z0 = cz1
11 and y0 = cy1 with cz = −min{min{Ax0 −
b}, 0}+ 1 and cy = max{abs(Cx0−d)}+ 1. For the initial dual variable and penalty
parameter, we used λ0 = 1 and ϕ0 = 1.
10Approximate primal feasibility (s, t+, t−) ≥ 0 (or ≈ 0) is implicitly taken into account in the
last three terms in the numerator.
11A possibility would be to freeze z at zero when x0 is primal feasible and indeed, when a
component zki of z
k reaches zero at some iteration k, freeze that component to zero thereafter. This
was not done in the tests reported here.
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Base iteration. The base iteration used in the tests is that of Algorithm CR-MPC
proposed in [21], with the stopping criterion turned off, and with implementation de-
tails (including parameter values) essentially identical to those laid out in section 3.2
of that paper. A notable exception is that, here, in connection with relaxation vari-
ables (z,y), the constraints are structurally sparse, and this was specifically attended
to in the solution of the Newton-KKT systems; thus, the associated CPU cost was
only slightly higher than if there were only n, rather than n + m + p variables. A
few constraint selection rules were considered in [21] for Algorithm CR-MPC. Here
we used Rule R with the same parameter values as in [21] but with two minor modi-
fications: (i) we keep the slack threshold δk equal to its initial value δ¯ in the first five
iteration, and (ii) we always include the sparse constraints z ≥ 0, Cx + y ≥ d, and
Cx − y ≤ d in the selected constraint set. In the numerical tests, (i) improved the
robustness of Rule R to the choice of (x0, z0,y0), while (ii) led to faster convergence
with little additional cost per iteration.
Penalty-parameter update. We implemented the penalty-parameter update in
Master Algorithm following the rule given in section 6.1, with parameter values
σ1 = 1, σ2 = 10, γ0 :=
‖[z0;y0]‖∞
ϕ0
and, for i = 1, 2, 3, γi := ‖G0i ‖2. We chose
‖(z,y)‖:= ‖[z; y]‖∞ in step 2, and ‖Gi‖= ‖Gi‖2 for i = 1, 2, in step 3. Importantly,
at every increase of ϕ, the internal base iteration variables (denoted VarBI in the Mas-
ter Algorithm in section 2.2.1) were reset to the initial values specified in [21], since
a new optimization problem (different objective function) is then dealt with.
Detection of infeasibility. As discussed in section 5, the proposed framework pro-
vides an infeasible certificate whenever (P) is infeasible. Stopping criterion (6.1) was
thus augmented with an alternative criterion (see (5.1)) which is declared satisfied
when a “certificate” (pˆik, ωˆk) is produced such that
(6.2) bT pˆik + dT ωˆk >
√
m and
‖[AT pˆi + CT ωˆ; min{pˆi,0}]‖2
max{‖A‖∞, ‖C‖∞} ≤ tolinfeas ,
where m is the machine precision and tolinfeas a tolerance parameter, in which case
(P) is declared to be infeasible.
Theorem 5.4 suggests that (pˆik, ωˆk) could be chosen as (pik/ϕk; (η
k − ζk)/ϕk) with
(pik,ηk, ζk) dual variables given by the base iteration. However, we found that for
some infeasible problems, this choice requires many iterations to satisfy (6.2). In our
implementation, we constructed (pˆik, ωˆk) by setting
(6.3) [pˆikQ; ωˆ
k] := [ [ppiQ ]+; pω] , [ppiQ ; pω] := projN ([ATQ,CT ])([pi
k
Q/ϕk; (η
k − ζk)/ϕk]) ,
and pˆiQc = 0, where Q and Q
c denote the reduced constraint index set and its
complement, both given by the CR-MPC base iteration, piQ and AQ denote the
subvector and submatrix of pi and A associated to the index set Q, respectively (see,
e.g., [21], for details). When such Q is not available, Q := {1, . . . ,m} and Qc = ∅
is appropriate (but not as efficient). In (6.3), [·]+ := max{·,0} and projN ([ATQ,CT ])
denotes the orthogonal projection operator onto the null space of [ATQ,C
T ]. We note
that, with this choice of (pˆik, ωˆk) substituted for (pik,ωk), Lemma 5.2 still holds, so
that, on an infeasible problem, (6.2) will eventually be satisfied, and an infeasibility
certificate will be produced. In addition, it is intuitively clear, and was verified in
our numerical tests, that this choice results in a much smaller number of necessary
iterations for (6.2) to be satisfied. Furthermore, the computational cost of running
the infeasibility test is negligible in comparison with the overall cost of an iteration.
Finally, we set tolinfeas = 10
−6 in all numerical tests.
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6.3. Randomly Generated Problems. We first tested the Master Algorithm
with the CR-MPC base iteration on imbalanced (m n) randomly generated prob-
lems both with and without equality constraints. We considered problems of the
form (P) with sizes m := 10 000, n ranging from 10 to 200, and p = n/2 or 0.
We solved two sub-classes of problems: (i) strongly convex—H diagonal and posi-
tive definite, with random diagonal entries from uniform distribution U(0, 1)—and
(ii) linear—H = 0. For each sub-class, 20 randomly generated problems were solved
for each problem size, and the results averaged over the 20 problems were reported.
Consistent results were observed with H 6= 0 but det(H)=0. The entries of A, C,
and c were taken from a standard normal distribution N (0, 1); as for b and d, see
sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
6.3.1. Comparison on Feasible Problems. To guarantee strict feasibility
(Assumption 1), we generated xfeas and sfeas with i.i.d. entries taken from N (0, 1)
and uniform distribution U(1, 2), respectively, and then set b := Axfeas − sfeas and
d := Cxfeas. For feasible-start algorithms considered in the comparison, the start-
ing point was x0 := xfeas, while for the proposed infeasible-start (IS) framework, a
starting point x0 was generated by repeatedly taking i.i.d. entries from N (0, 1) until
x0 became infeasible. For scaling purpose, we followed the heuristic proposed in [20]
and used the normalized constraints (D1A)x ≥ D1b and (D2C)x = D2d, where
D1 = diag (1/‖ai‖2) and D2 = diag (1/‖ci‖2) with ai and ci the i-th row of A and
C, respectively. The modified A and C matrices were also used in the stopping
criteria (6.1) and (6.2).
Figure 1 reports the iteration counts and computation time of the tested algo-
rithms on the two sub-classes of problems with equality constraints. Here the pro-
posed IS framework with the CR-MPC base iteration (with “Rule R” for constraint
selection), IS-CR-MPC, is compared to the same with constraint reduction turned off
(IS-MPC∗).12 For both cases, the tolerance tol was set to 10−8. Also, three widely
used solvers, SDPT3 [31,32], SeDuMi [29], and MOSEK (ver. 9.1.9) [2,3] are included
in the comparison.13 In all reported tests, the convergence tolerances for these three
solvers were set to 10−8 as well.14 As seen in Figure 1, on such imbalanced CQPs, in
spite of the fact that, in terms of iteration count, IS-CR-MPC is inferior to MOSEK
and comparable to SeDuMi, the total computation time recorded by IS-CR-MPC is
three to nine times lower than that recorded by the second fastest solver (MOSEK).
Figure 2 illustrates the results on problems with no equality constraints. For these
tests, we also included the feasible-start CR-MPC algorithm of [21] and the same
with constraint reduction turned off (MPC∗) into the comparison, with convergence
criterion given in [21] and tolerance 10−8. In the linear (H = 0) case, we included in
the comparison a revised primal simplex with partial pricing (see [5] and references
therein) code used in [33]15 which takes a two-phase approach: solve an auxiliary
12Here we denote the CR-MPC algorithm with constraint reduction turned off as MPC∗ (rather
than MPC) to avoid confusion with the original MPC algorithm in [24].
13We note that these solvers can solve a broader class of problems (e.g., second-order cone opti-
mization, semidefinite optimization) than the proposed IS framework. We include them here since
they allow a close comparison with our code, as Matlab implementations of SDPT3 and SeDuMi are
freely available within the CVX Matlab package [12,13] and MOSEK provides a convenient Matlab
API. We consider these results as benchmarks for the IS framework.
14To avoid biases due to different stopping criteria, we also experimented with tolerances set to
10−6 (while keeping tol = 10−8 for all MPC versions) and observed results with a couple fewer
iterations and nearly identical computation time.
15We used an implementation due to Luke Winternitz, who kindly made it available to us.
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(a) Strongly convex QP: H  0
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(b) linear optimization: H = 0
Fig. 1: Randomly generated problems with m = 10 000 inequality constraints and p = n
2
equality constraints. Results are pictured for two sub-classes of problems. In each figure, the
x-axis is the number of variables (n) and the y-axis is the iteration count or total computation
time, both averaged over the 20 problem instances and plotted in logarithmic scale.
problem in phase 1 to generate a feasible point, then solve the original problem from
that point in phase 2.
As shown in Figure 2, the feasible-start MPC∗ and CR-MPC solvers required
fewer iterations to converge than IS-CR-MPC, most likely due to the readily available
feasible initial point (a “warm-start” of sorts). The simplex code required many more
iterations than the other solvers, but simplex iterations are inexpensive, resulting in
an average computation time. On the tested (imbalanced) problems, the constraint-
reduced solvers generally outperformed other solvers in terms of computation time.
The feasible-start CR-MPC algorithm is at most two times faster than IS-CR-MPC,
which reflects the difference in iteration counts. In tests not reported here, we also
observed that, when starting from the feasible xfeas, IS-CR-MPC and CR-MPC give
nearly identical performance, i.e., the overhead for allowing infeasible start is minor.
6.3.2. Infeasibility Detection Tests. Here, the entries of A,b,C,d, and c
were first all generated from N (0, 1) (i.i.d.). To guarantee infeasibility of the problem,
the last inequality constraint aTmx ≥ bm was then replaced by −aTi x ≥ −bi + δ, for
some index i randomly selected from {1, . . . ,m − 1} and δ > 0 taken from U(0, 1).
The starting point x0 was generated by taking i.i.d. entries from N (0, 1).
In Table 1, the averaged iteration counts and computation time over the 20 prob-
lem instances are reported for IS-CR-MPC. As seen from the table, with the dual
estimates generated by (6.3), the conditions in (6.2) were satisfied on all tested prob-
lem instances within about 10 iterations on average. These results suggest that the
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Fig. 2: Randomly generated problems with m = 10 000 inequality constraints and no equal-
ity constraints. Results are pictured for two sub-classes of problems. In each figure, the x-axis
is the number of variables (n) and the y-axis is the iteration count or total computation time,
both averaged over the 20 problem instances and plotted in logarithmic scale.
proposed IS framework is capable of providing infeasibility certificates efficiently for
infeasible problems. It also is worth noting that no infeasibility certificates were issued
in the tests reported in section 6.3.1. (i.e., there were no false positives).
n 10 20 50 100 200
p H Iter. Time Iter. Time Iter. Time Iter. Time Iter. Time
n
2
 0 7.5 0.04 11.1 0.10 10.0 0.15 10.2 0.35 10.0 1.01
n
2
= 0 8.5 0.05 10.4 0.08 9.9 0.15 10.1 0.38 10.1 1.08
0  0 10.2 0.07 11.2 0.10 10.4 0.17 10.0 0.34 10.3 0.97
0 = 0 10.8 0.07 10.4 0.09 9.8 0.16 10.2 0.35 10.3 0.95
Table 1: Infeasibility detection results with IS-CR-MPC on randomly generated (infeasible)
problems with m = 10 000 inequality constraints. In each row, the averaged iteration count
and computation time (sec) are reported for problems with n = 10, . . . , 200 variables and n
2
or 0 equality constraints, in the strongly convex (H  0) or linear (H = 0) sub-classes.
6.4. Support-Vector Machine Training Problems. We tested IS-CR-MPC
on CQPs arising in the training of support-vector machine (SVM) classifiers for pat-
tern recognition tasks in high dimensions (see, e.g., [19] and references therein for
relevant discussions). In the problems considered here, the training data set takes the
form (P, `), where P ∈ Rm¯×n¯, ` ∈ Rm¯ and, for i = 1, . . . , m¯, pTi (i-th row of P) de-
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notes a pattern that corresponds to a known label `i ∈ {−1, 1}. The training process
of SVMs aims at finding an optimal separating hyperplane (when one exists) in the
pattern space, that separates the “+” class patterns (with label `i = 1) from the “−”
class patterns (with label `i = −1) and is equidistant from both classes. Specifically,
the goal is to construct a hyperplane
(6.4) {p ∈ Rn¯: 〈w,p〉 − β = 0},
under inner product 〈·, ·〉, such that the parameters w ∈ Rn¯ and β ∈ R satisfy
(6.5) sign{〈w,pi〉 − β} = `i , i = 1, . . . , m¯ ,
while maximizing the separation margin 2‖w‖2 . When the Euclidean inner product is
selected, this amounts to solving
(6.6) minimize
w∈Rn¯,β∈R
1
2
‖w‖22 s.t. L(Pw − β1) ≥ 1 ,
where L := diag(`). By denoting x = [w;β], this problem takes the form of (P) with
n = n¯+ 1 optimization variables and m = m¯ inequality constraints. Of course, when
the given training data is not separable, (6.6) is infeasible. When this is known (e.g.,
an infeasibility certificate has been produced by IS-CR-MPC), a constraint-relaxation
variable is introduced that allows misclassification, and the objective function is pe-
nalized accordingly, viz.
(6.7) minimize
w∈Rn¯,β∈R,ν∈R
1
2
‖w‖22 + τν s.t. L(Pw − β1) + ν1 ≥ 1 , ν ≥ 0 ,
where τ > 0 is a constant penalty parameter on the relaxation variable ν ∈ R. This
relaxed problem still takes the form of (P), with n = n¯ + 2 optimization variables
x = [w;β; ν] and m = m¯+ 1 inequality constraints.16
We tested IS-CR-MPC on SVM training for four data sets—MUSHROOM, ISOLET,
WAVEFORM, and LETTER—from the UCI machine learning repository [17]. As in [11],
a lifted version of the data, in a higher-dimensional feature space, with increased
likeliness of linear separation was used instead; see [11,19] for details. Such mapping
results in MUSHROOM and ISOLET being separable; WAVEFORM, and LETTER are not, and
the relaxed problem (6.7) was solved instead.17 The numbers of features and patterns
for the lifted version of each data set are listed in Table 2.
MUSHROOM ISOLET WAVEFORM LETTER
# of features (n¯) 276 617 861 153
# of patterns (m¯) 8124 7797 5000 20000
separable Yes Yes No No
Table 2: Problem specifications of the four tested data sets for SVM training.
The performance of SDPT3, SeDuMi, MOSEK, IS-MPC∗, and IS-CR-MPC is
reported in Figure 3, where logarithmic scales are used. Here the starting point for
16Alternatively, following the suggestion made at the very end of section 5, an (n + 1)-variable
problem with feasible start could be solved.
17A Matlab-formatted version of these data sets was kindly made available to us by Jin Jung,
first author of [19].
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the IS algorithms was x0 = 0. The results show that, on these imbalanced CQPs,
IS-CR-MPC enjoys fastest convergence among the tested solvers. Indeed, compared
to the next fastest (MOSEK in all four cases), the speedups for MUSHROOM,ISOLET,
WAVEFORM, and LETTER were 1.6x, 4.1x, 1.2x, and 2.3x, respectively. The lower speed
for WAVEFORM is readily explained by the fact that this data set is the most balanced
one among the tested data sets.
Iteration count Computation time (sec)
Fig. 3: Support-vector machine training problems. Numerical results of tested algorithms
on the MUSHROOM, ISOLET, WAVEFORM, and LETTER data sets. In the figures, iteration counts
and computation time are reported and plotted in logarithmic scale.
7. Conclusion. An exact-penalty-based framework for allowing for infeasible
starts in solving CQPs (including linear optimization problems) was proposed and
analyzed. With negligible additional computational cost per iteration, an infeasibility
test is included that provides an infeasibility certificate when the problem at hand is
indeed infeasible. The framework was tested on constrained-reduced MPC. Numerical
results suggest that, on imbalanced CQPs, infeasible-start CR-MPC is significantly
faster than SDPT3, SeDuMi, and MOSEK. It is also confirmed that constraint reduc-
tion is very powerful on such problems.
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